





















































































































































































































































































































RPASS-7 (2009): Reasoning about P-values & Statistical Significance (34
2. Interpretation: Assume the conditions for inference were met. The researcher interprets 
the P-­value as an indicator of how rare (or unusual) it would be to obtain the observed 
results or something more extreme, if the hair treatment had no effect. 
3. Interpretation: Assume the conditions for inference were met and the researcher obtains 
a large P-­value of .72. How should this be interpreted? 
Read scenario 3b and respond whether you think the subsequent interpretations and 
statements are valid or invalid. 
 
Scenario 3b. Radium-­226 is a naturally occurring radioactive gas. For public safety, the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has set the maximum exposure level of Radium-­
226 at a mean of 4 pCi/L (picocuries per lit r). Student r searchers at a south rn Florida 
university expected to show that Radium-­226 levels were less than 4 pCi/L. However, 
these student research rs collected 32 soil specimens with a mean Radium-­226 measured 
at 4.1 pCi/L. Students check d the necessary conditions and c nduct  a hypothesis test 
at the .05 level. Estimate the P-­value given the sketch below of the distribution of means 










The  sample  data  did  not  support  the  research  hypothesis.
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Explain what a derivative is to someone who hasn’t encountered it before. Use diagrams, exam-
ples and writing to include everything you know about derivatives.
Guidance on a good answer
A “good answer” is a self-contained complete story. It is very unlikely that a stream of conscious-
ness will result in a coherent story. Some rough working will be necessary to order the ideas. But,
under exam/test conditions (such as this) it may be difficult to plan or revise work.
You should expect to see the formal definitions of
• derivative at a point x = a;
• derived function f ′(x).
These make use of limits. There are a number of related concepts.
• The idea of a tangent line and the gradient of the tangent line. The tangent line to a curve
at a point (x, y) on that curve is the straight line through (x, y) which gives the best local
approximation to the curve.
• Instantaneous rates of change, including velocity and acceleration.
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y = f(x)
The solution should have a uniform level of detail. I.e. spell out the tricky bits, but omit details
of very simple calculations.
It is very helpful to have some examples which should be simple but also generic enough to capture
most (ideally all) of the important concepts, and processes. Not all functions have a derivative,
an example such as |x| might help to illustrate this.
A good answer will both distinguish and relate the formal definition to the actual practical process
of finding the derivative, which are the familiar techniques of differential calculus.
The story should be complete. A complete piece of mathematics contains a mixture of formal
algebraic calculation and logical reasoning. Remember algebra is primarily abbreviation, and so
should form part of a sentence. However, the mathematics is more important than handwriting,
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Below is an excerpt from a Maths textbook:  
 
 
 !!!The!graph!below!shows!a!function!in!which!y!is!plotted!against!x.!!The!table!shows!the!value!of!y!for!every!increase!of!1!in!x!for!the!interval!0!≤!x!≤!10.!!However,!the!graph!has!been!drawn!considering!many!more!points!than!are!shown!in!the!table.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! !
















1.#Write#down#the#smallest#and#the#largest#of#these: #smallest # # #largest#
##
#n#+#1,######n#+#4,######n#8#3,######n,######n#8#7 # # #…………… # # #…………… #
##





""" " " " ""8 # #n#+#5 # #3n # # #"
" " " " ""…………… #…………… #…………… # #"
"









" " " "and####v###=###1 # ####……………………………………………#
######
#####What#can#you#say#about###m"""if#####m""=###3n##+##1 # ##
" " " ""and#####n###=###4# ####……………………………………………#
####"
7.#What#can#you#say#about###c"""if#####c""+##d###=###10#











### # # # #4c#+#3b####stand#for#?# #……………………………. #"
